
Meet your tour guide in the morning and begin the day with some Guilin Noodles at a noodle shop famous among local 
residents. After breakfast, travel to Cuiping Hill and walk up to the peak of the hill to admire the views of the 
surrounding rivers, karsts and rural countryside – a great introduction to Southern China! Following Cuiping Hill , visit a 
rural market day (subject to dates) and see firsthand a rural Chinese market, which is one of the few remaining 
traditional markets in the area. In the afternoon cycle around the Yulong Valley, exploring the countryside and villages 
on the different tracks available. After cycling, board your own private raft to experience a relaxing journey on-board a 
small non-motorized raft. The Yulong River winds throughout the Yangshuo countryside with beautiful rural scenery 
either side of the river.  Enjoy your evening at leisure.

Start the day by travelling to Xingping and boarding your own private Li River Cruise raft to travel along the Li River. 
During this journey that lasts for just over an hour, you will see the most famous section of the River as well as see 
firsthand a private Cormorant Fisherman demonstration. You will then depart Xingping and travel to Xianggong Hill – a 
famous landmark providing spectacular views overlooking the Li River and its surrounding scenery. Afterwards, visit the 
nearby old stone village of Shitoucheng, which is a historical old village located in the Yangshuo countryside before 
continuing to Guilin. In Guilin, walk around the city lakes, the central pagodas and taste some local snacks, if this is of 
interest before enjoying the remainder of the evening at leisure.

Today, the tour will start with a visit to Yao Mountain, which offers views overlooking all of Guilin and the surrounding 
countryside. Afterwards, continue to Daxu with a visit to one of the local residentʼs homes (who has kept a collection 
of different antiques throughout Chinaʼs history) and enjoy an organic lunch at a local farmer ʼs restaurant. 
Thereafter, travel to Jiangtou Village for an afternoon visit to the old town of Jiangtou, which will take the 
best part of an afternoon. Return to Guilin in the late afternoon and enjoy your night at leisure.

DAY 1

DAY 2

DAY 3

PRE-TOUR – ARRIVE INTO GUILIN THE DAY BEFORE YOUR TOUR IS SCHEDULED TO BEGIN OR ALTERNATIVELY, 
ACTIVITIES/ITINERARY/DAY ORDER CAN BE CHANGED TO REFLECT YOUR ARRIVAL TIME.

ITINERARY

S O U T H E R N  C H I N A  S C E N I C  G E T A W A Y
6  D AY S / 5  N I G H T S  T O U R  |  D E PA R T I N G  F R O M  G U I L I N  O R  YA N G S H U O

DISCOVER THIS OFF-THE-BEATEN TRACK SCENIC GETAWAY WITH VISITS TO GUILIN, 
YANGSHUO, THE LONGJI RICE TERRACES AND SANJIANG.  DURING THIS VISIT TRAVELLERS 
WILL EXPERIENCE THE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE REGION BUT WITH ITS OWN UNIQUE TWIST TO 
GET OFF THE BEATEN TRACK AND AWAY FROM THE CROWDS.  THIS TOUR IS HELD OVER 6 

DAYS AND 5 NIGHTS WITH YOUR OWN EXPERIENCED WENDY WEI TOURS LOCAL GUIDE.



HIGHLIGHTS
Taste the famous Guilin Rice Noodles at a popular local Noodle Shop
Climb the peaks of Cuiping Hill and overlook some stunning rural scenery
Take a step back in time with a visit to a local rural market day in Yangshuo
Cycle through the scenic Yangshuo Countryside and Yulong Valley
Drift along the scenic Yulong River on your own private raft
Try local specialties among the hustle and bustle of West Street
Cruise along the famous Li River on your own private raft with Cormorant Fisherman
See a different birdʼs eye view of the natural beauty from the peaks of Xianggong Hill
Look over the spectacular views of Guilin city from the peak of Yao Mountain
Enjoy an organic lunch at a local farmer ʼs restaurant on Maozhou Island
Step back in time at the old village of Jiangtou in Jiuwu Town
Experience the Longji Zhuang Ethnic Minority Village with a traditional meal at a local home
Explore the Longji Rice Terraces and the stunning scenery
Travel through the Dong Minority Region of Sanjiang and its famous Wind and Rain Bridge
Go off the beaten track at the nearby Dong Minority village of Gaoxiu
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DAY 6
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Meet your tour guide in the morning and depart to the Rice Terraces, which takes approximately 3.5 hours from 
Yangshuo.  Upon arrival, you will be transferred to the Longji Zhuang Ethnic Minority Village and explore the village with 
its old architecture and experience life first-hand. For lunch, enjoy a traditional meal in a local familyʼs house (cooked 
in a restaurant kitchen). Following lunch, walk from the Longji Zhuang Village to Pingʼan Village along a quieter path 
offering views overlooking the terraces and usually, very few other people! This walk usually takes between 45 minutes 
to 1 hour and is on a winding uphill path, although not steep. After arriving at Pingʼan Village, walk to the different 
scenic lookouts and further explore the Longji Rice Terraces, depending upon your preferences.  Enjoy the evening at 
leisure at Pingʼan Village.

In the morning, depart the Longji Rice Terraces and continue further North travelling towards Chengyang. Upon arriving 
into Chengyang, visit the famous Chengyang Wind and Rain Bridge, which is one of the most famous landmarks in 
Guangxi Province and an example of one of the many Dong ethnic minority bridges in the region During the afternoon, 
explore the Chengyang Dong Ethnic Minority Villages before being transferred back to Sanjiang. During the early 
evening, visit the Sanjiang Drum Tower before enjoying the rest of the night at leisure.

Explore the Dong ethnic minority village of Gaoxiu to get a first-hand experience of life in the Dong minority lands of 
Northern Guangxi Province. This village is a very quiet and off the beaten track village with some beautiful buildings 
featuring Dong minority architecture. Afterwards, drive back to Guilin to conclude the tour – either staying overnight in 
the city or being transferred to Guilin Airport.


